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Practicalities

URL: www.trip.caam.rice.edu/private/tripy22183/trip14_report.html

- Safety, Facilities
- Parking
- Lunch at Cohen House (faculty club) - Esther’s Room (upstairs)
Staff

Director: William Symes

Postdocs: Guanghui Huang, Raanan Dafni

PhD students: Mario Bencomo, Lei Fu, Jie Hou, Yin Huang, Papia Nandi-Dimitrova, Igor Terentyev, Muhong Zhou
Maarten de Hoop = Simons Chair in CAAM and Earth Science 7/1/15 - Goal of Chair: greatly expand Rice presence in geoimaging research - Collaboration between TRIP & GMIG

2nd Madagascar Working Workshop at Rice in August - SEG sponsorship, process 3D land data
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SEG, EAGE abstracts, other reports as they are written